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T7350 Programmable Thermostat

Expect More
From Honeywell. And get more with the T7350.
Cover a wide variety of control applications with the T7350,
Honeywell’s most advanced commercial programmable thermostat.
It’s fully featured for installation and setup ease, user-friendly operation
and reliable, long-term performance. And the T7350 communicating
models can integrate with building automation systems.

perfect for any
application
T7350 thermostats pack plenty of features
into every model to give you more versatility
for meeting application needs, yet just a few
models cover it all.
Greater Application Flexibility

Ordering Information

The modulating outputs on T7350 models

Model Number Application

allow you to run more applications than

T7350A1004

1 Heat, 1 Cool

T7350B1002

2 Heat, 2 Cool

• R
 emote Indoor, Outdoor and
Discharge Sensing Capabilities

T7350D1008

3 Heat, 3 Cool or
2 Heat, 4 Cool

• Internal Humidity Sensor
• Occupancy Sensor Input
• Remote Indoor, Outdoor and
Discharge Sensing Capabilities

you can with standard thermostats, giving
you more capabilities for meeting the exact
needs and wants of your customers.

Reduced Inventory
Honeywell helps you save space on
the shelf and in your truck with just six

T7350H1009

3 Heat, 3 Cool or
2 Heat, 4 Cool

Other Features

•
•
•
•
•

LonWorks® Compliant
 ulti-stage Conventional or Heat Pump
M
Internal Humidity Sensor
Occupancy Sensor Input
Remote Indoor, Outdoor and Discharge
Sensing Capabilities

•
•
•
•
•

 onWorks® Compliant
L
Two 4-20 mA Modulating Outputs
Internal Humidity Sensor
Occupancy Sensor Input
Remote Indoor, Outdoor and Discharge
Sensing Capabilities

•
•
•
•

 wo 4-20 mA Modulating Outputs
T
Internal Humidity Sensor
Occupancy Sensor Input
Remote Indoor, Outdoor and Discharge
Sensing Capabilities

feature-packed models.
T7350H1017

1 Heat, 1 Cool with
1 Modulating Heat
1 Modulating Cool

T7350M1008

1 Heat, 1 Cool with
1 Modulating Heat
1 Modulating Cool

A Reliable
thermostat

proven features
All T7350 models are loaded with the popular capabilities that have
helped make Honeywell the most trusted name in temperature control.

365-Day Programming

Microprocessor Controls

The T7350 offers 7-day programming and allows up to 10

Honeywell’s famous accuracy to within 1˚ F of setpoint

holidays to be programmed throughout the calendar year.

virtually eliminates temperature deviation.

Remote Sensing

Intelligent Recovery™

Indoor, outdoor, humidity, discharge air and occupancy are

This energy-saving feature automatically selects the optimum

all T7350 remote sensing options, depending on model.

time to begin warm up or cool down.

Dehumidification Control

Intelligent Fan™

The T7350 D, M and H models have an integrated humidity

The option to choose intermittent or continuous fan operation

sensor for 5 different methods of dehumidification.

during occupied time makes it easy to regulate air exchange,
ventilation and energy use.

a breeze to set up
The T7350 lets you not only speed through the
initial configuration process, but also duplicate
settings for future installations — saving you
even more time.
Easy Configuration
Now you can simply connect your laptop to the T7350 using
the USB-TIM thermostat interface cable, and use Honeywell’s
exclusive TStatSpecTM
software to configure
the T7350 thermostat.
An option to configure the
T7350 using a PDA is also available.

Downloads
Software downloads and more T7350 information are available
at customer.honeywell.com/t7350.

other powerful control options
Comfort control, energy savings and true ease of use all come together when you combine the T7350H thermostats
with the powerful automation features of the Honeywell building automation portfolio, which leverages the power of the
Niagara AX Framework®.

WebStat® Controller
WebStat® lets you monitor and control up to 20 T7350H thermostats from your web browser.
Help your customers step up from standalone thermostat control to the automated T7350H
thermostat platform, without incurring any excessive cost or complexity. WebStat is ideal for
small buildings and multi-tenent facilities.

WebVision® Building Manager
WebVision allows you to go beyond WebStat. Manage small-to-large building HVAC automation
systems from a single interface — onsite or working remotely — with Honeywell WebVision.
From the energy savings of using demand limit control to the simplified maintenance, WebVision
is the smart choice for single-building applications.

WEBs-AX™ Building Automation Solutions
A family of state-of-the-art, Web-enabled building automation solutions, Honeywell WEBs-AX ™
offers an affordable, integrated open communications building control system for integrating
HVAC systems, energy management solutions, third-party devices, security, video and more.
And because WEBs-AX is built on the Niagara AX Framework, it also gives you the open
flexibility to use LonWorks™, BACnet®, Modbus and OPC-based products to meet your
application needs.

Learn More
For more information on Honeywell T7350
thermostats, call 1-800-466-3993 or visit
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